Workmates

Synonyms for workmate at medscopesolutions.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find
descriptive alternatives for workmate.workmate noun [ C ] uk /medscopesolutions.com?t/ us /medscopesolutions.com?t/
informal. a person who works in the same place as you, especially one who you are friendly with: I went out for a drink
with a few workmates. Employees & colleagues.Noun. 1. workmate - a fellow worker. worker - a person who works at a
specific occupation; "he is a good worker".Definition of workmate. chiefly British.: a fellow worker. See workmate
defined for English-language learners.Define workmate (noun) and get synonyms. What is workmate (noun)? workmate
(noun) meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary.Workmates synonyms. Top synonym for workmates
(other word for workmates) is colleagues.workmates. Definition from Wiktionary, the free dictionary. Jump to
navigation Jump to search. English[edit]. Noun[edit]. workmates. plural of workmate.Noun[edit]. workmate (plural
workmates). Somebody with whom one works; a coworker. Synonyms[edit]. See also Thesaurus:associate.
Translations[edit].workmate meaning, definition, what is workmate: someone you work with: Learn more.Welcome to
Workmates Supported Employment. For 20 years Focus Trust Incorporated, a Charitable Trust trading as 'Workmates
Supported Employment' has.See Tweets about #workmates on Twitter. See what people are saying and join the
conversation.Motivate and engage your employees using Workmates, our advanced engagement platform that inspires
productivity and fosters positivity. Develop an internal.For the past 25 years, Workmates have been providing employers
with quality professional staff for management, administration, construction, engineering.Workmate definition: Your
workmates are the people you work with. Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples.Workmates in
Panampilly Nagar, Ernakulam is a top company in the category Overseas Placement Services (Candidate), also known
for Overseas Placement .Daniel Owen Ltd - incorporating Workmates. Leading Recruitment Services to Construction,
Maintenance & Engineering.As of 28th September Workmates & Daniel Owen Ltd rebranded to become, simply, Daniel
Owen Ltd. Why the change? Our early success and growth in.workmate - Translation to Spanish, pronunciation, and
forum discussions.
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